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Arctic Wolf Attacks Scientist - A Unique Canadian Incident
STUART E. JENNESS’
ABSTRACT. Recent biological studies have concluded that
North American wolvesare rarely dangerousto humans. To date the scientific literature
contains only one welldocumented accountof a vicious wolf attackon a man, an incident that took place in northwestern Ontario 1942.
in A much
earlier attack, however, took place in February 1915 on the Coppermine River in Canada’s Arctic. Though mentioned in two publications in the
192Os, this incident has escaped the scientists’ notice and is reported again now with additional information. In this encounter a large whitewolf
(Canislupus muckenzii Anderson) entered the campsite of members
of the 1913-18 Canadian Arctic Expedition and
on discovery attacked one
of the
scientists. The incidentis unique for threereasons:(1) the existence andreliability of eyewitness accounts of the attack in the unpublished diaries of
two of the scientific members, oneof whom was thewolfs victim; (2) the chance coincidence that theman who shot thewolf was a mammalogist
responsible for collecting arctic specimens forthe National Museum of Canada in Ottawa; and(3) the existence today,70 years later, of the wolf
mount in the museum’s research collection.
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&UMk De rkentes 6tudes biologiques ont conclu que les loups d’Amtrique du nord pr6sentent rarement un danger pour l’homme. Jusqu’B
maintenant, la documentation scientifique ne
p r h n t e qu’un seul cas bien document6 d’une attaque violente d’un loup contre
un homme; cet accident
a eu lieu dans le nord-ouest de l’Ontario en 1942. Une attaque p r W e n t e a cependant eu lieu en ftvrier 1915 pres de la rivitre Coppermine dans
l’Arctique canadien. Bien qu’elle soit mentionnk dans deux publications des annks 20, cet incident a &hap@ B l’attention des scientifiques et est
Lors de cette attaque,un grand loup blanc(Canis lupus muckenzii Anderson)
maintenant signal6h nouveau avec des renseignements suppl6mentaires.
a Nn6tr6 dans le campement des membres d’une
exmition arctique canadienne de1913-1918 et, en le dhuvrant s’est attaqudB l’un des scientifide I’expedition, dont l’un fut la vicques. Trois raisons font que cet
tvtnement est unique:(1) l’existence et la fiabilit6 de comptes rendus de t6moins
l’homme qui abattitle loup futun mammalogiste responsable de la collecte
des sp6cimens artiquespour
time du loup;(2) la coincidence heureuse que
le Mus& national du CanadaB Ottawa; et (3) l’existence aujourd’hui, 70 ans plus tard, du loup naturalise dans la collection de recherchemusk.
du
Mots clCs: Arctique, loup, Rudolph Anderson, Diamond JeMeSS, Frits Johansen, exmition arctique canadienne
Traduit pour le journal par Maurice Guibord.

INTRODUCTION

For centuries manhasregarded
the wolf as his enemy,a
dangerous creature ever ready to attack livestock and neighbour alike. Stories aboundinbothEuropeanandAmerican
literature of the rapacious nature of the animal, and concerted
efforts to eradicate wolves have beensuccessful in many European countries (including Britain) andinmuchofNorth
America. Some .years ago it was realized that wolves had become an endangered species, and wildlife specialists in many
parts of the world initiated major studies of wolf behaviour,
ecology, and conservation to counteract the situation (see, for
example,Klinghammer, 1979; Mech, 1981; and Hamngton
and Paquet, 1982).
These studies have brought about not only a much
better
understanding of the wolf and its role in the natural world, but
also the conclusion that wolves are rarely dangerous to
humans. This conclusion, though running contrary to popular
beliefs, was arrived at after careful re-examinationof the
available evidence on wolf-human encounters (a major compilation of such evidence was published by Young and Goldman in 1964). Closer scrutiny of the available scientific evidence ofattacks by wolves on humans revealed a marked
deficiencyin reliable details, leadingmany researchers to conclude that virtually all such reports were suspect. In consequence, by the 1950s verifiable wolf attacks on humans came
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to be regarded as exceptional rather than conmonplace incidents. MorerecentlyMech (1981:291-292) stated that he
knew of onlyone welldocumentedreport in the North American scientific literature of a wolf attack on a human. That attackoccurredinnorthwesternOntarioin
1942 (Peterson,
1947) and wasdeliberate, vicious, and unprovoked. However,
the wolfs persistent rapacious behaviour suggestedthat it was
probably rabid (Rutter and Pimlott, 1968).
I wish to report now a muchearlier wolf attack on a human,
one that occurred in northern Canada, involvedan apparently
healthy wolf, andwaswelldocumented
at the time it happened. Unlike the 1942 attack, which lasted half an hour or
more and from which the victim escaped unhurt, this attack
lasted only a few seconds, but the victim suffered a serious
arm laceration. The attack took place on 10 February 1915,
three miles north of Bloody Falls on the Coppermine River,
Northwest Territories (Fig. 1). The victim later published two
short accounts of the incident (Jenness, 1924, 1928), but both
accounts have escaped scientific notice, the 1928 one because
it was only one paragraph in a 247-page book on life among
the Eskimos, the 1924 one because it waspublishedin the
author’s college newspaper in New Zealand and was
forgotten
by him (or possibly he never knew
it had beenpublished) when
he compiled his bibliography many years later. A photocopy
of it was sent to me by chance in June
1984. Fortunately the incident has also been described in some detail in the unpub-
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lished diaries (housed in Canadian government archives) of
both the victim and the individual who shot the wolf. Because
both men were dedicated, serious scientists (later to become
well known in their respective scientific fields), their unemotional, descriptive diary accounts are probably the best documentation of a wolf attack on a human in North America.
I

I

This terse description was written in shaky handwriting because of the damage inflicted by the wolf on his writing arm,
1
I
He had been unable to write in his diary on the day of the at114*45‘
115°00‘
tack or on the following day. His condition, however, did not
CORONATION GULF
prevent him and the four others from renewing their journey
upriver on the day after thewolf incident, ashe reported in his
5
0
5
IO krn
diary on the 12th and 13th, and by the 14th, in a much more
normal handwriting, he described the incident in more detail:
~-
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The wolf which bit my
arm came into the
camp just as we were
finishing breakfast. It was a female, white in colour, & was
snapping at the dogs, who came near. We all ran outH naked.
Johannsen [sic] went out first & discovered its presence - it
was biting Snap. He triedto shoo it off with the flapping front
& h o t ranfortherifles,
ofhiswoolen
shirt.TheDr.
see where the wolf was. I saw it
Maiyak was looking around to
running behind the sled& picking up a big bowlder heavedatit
its head. It dodged then ran
at me & tried to seize
my bare leg(I
had on only a pair of trousers& a pair of sealskin slippers). I
gripped it by the back of the neck
& it screwed its head round
&
fastened its teeth my
in arm. I tried
to choke it with the left hand
- unsuccessfully - but after a moment it let&go
moved away
a little when the Dr. immediately shot it. (Jenness, 1913-16.)

Locality of wolf attock

FIG.I .

Friday Feb. 12th.
We stayed in camp Wed.A wolf bit my right arm & the Dr.
arm since but it is rapidly
shot it. I have been unable to use the
healing. The temp. has been mild the last3 days.. . . (Jenness,
1913-16.)

Map showing locality of wolf attack in northern Canada.
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THE ATTACK

Early in February 1915 a little party of men belonging to the
1913- 18 Canadian
Arctic Expedition left theexpedition’s base
camp on Coronation Gulf to travel by dog sled overland to
Fort Norman on theMackenzie River. The leader of the party
was Dr. Rudolph Anderson, an American mammalogist (and
the leader of the Southern Party of the expedition). With him
weretwo other scientists, Frits Johansen (abotanistand
marine biologist from Denmark) and my father, Diamond Jenness (anethnologist from New Zealand), as well as two nonscientist members, Arnot Caste1 (a Dutch seaman and aide to
Anderson) and Palaiyak (an Eskimo interpreter accompanying
my father). Travelling up the Coppermine River, they pitched
their tent on the east bank at a site three miles below Bloody
Falls as darkness fell on 9 February.
The following morning (Jenness’s birthday, whichhe did
not bother to mention in his diary), with the temperature outside the tentabout - 28°C and the five menjust finishing their
breakfast inside the tent, the wilderness quiet was shatteredby
an outburst of growling and snarling among their tethered sled
dogs. Johansen was the first one out of the tent, and he discovered a large wolf snapping at the leader of the dog team.
The other four men, in various stages of undress, quickly followed Johansen out of the tent, andallfiveofthem
then
promptly set aboutdriving the wolf away. The first mention of
the incident in JeMess’s diary was:

Jenness said little about the severity of the injury inflicted
on
him by the wolfs teeth. Indeed, he treated the injury matterof-factly in his diary and later described it as merely “a small
flesh wound” (Jenness, 1928:67). However, the 10 February
entry in Anderson’s diary indicates that the wound was much
more serious:
Jenness’s arm was badly bitten and bled profusely, some muscle fibres protruding from the wound, and he was unable to
move some of his fingers orturn his hand over, leading me to
think that the supinator longus muscle was badly cut. Treated it
with potassium permanganate and remained in camp for the
day. (Anderson, 1913-16.)
Fortunately the wound healed almost entirely within a week,
thanks to the germ-free atmosphere of the North (Jenness,
1928:67).
Jenness’s 1924 description of the encounter reveals that the
wolf attacked Johansen (“the Viking”)before attacking him, a
fact unrecorded in the other known accounts of the incident:
Meantimethegreatyellowwolfwassnappingandsnarling
among the dogs. The Viking rushed forward to save his teamleader. Even he was attacked by the reckless foe, but dauntlesslyheshooedhisenemyawaywiththeflapofhissleepingjacket. Cowed by the perilous weapon, the wolf ran behind a
Sled.. . . (Jenness, 1924:30.)
Johansen undoubtedly described the incident in his diary (he
must have kept one, because all of the scientific members of
the expedition had been instructed to do so), but I have been
unable to locate it, in spite of extensive enquiries, and have
reason to suspect that it was discarded years ago.
According tothe 10 February 1915 entry in Anderson’s
diary, the wolf was a large female (61 ‘/i inches long), nearly
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In the Coppermine River incident
the wolf was notstarving,
for it was in good physical condition and made no attempt to
raid the mens’ food
supplies. Nor couldit have beenrabid, because Jenness’s arm wound healed speedily after only minor
medical treatment;as well, neither Jenness nor Anderson mentioned in his diary the possibility that the animal was rabid (a
THE WOLF’S DESTINY
conditionAnderson, a mammalogist,wouldcertainlyhave
Because one of Anderson’sresponsibilitiesduring
the
recognized). Someother explanation must therefore be sought
1913-18 CanadianArcticExpeditionwas
the collection of
to account for the wolfs presence and behaviour.
mammal specimens for the National Museum in Ottawa, the
I believe that the correct explanation is that the wolf was
wolf skin and skeleton were notleft to rot when the five-man
seeking a mate amongthe sled dogs.I base this ona chance reparty continued up the Coppermine River the day following
mark madeto me by Jenness nearly halfa century later that the
the attack on Jenness; rather, they were added to the proviwolf was “in heat.” This explanation renders understandable
sions and equipment on
one of the sleds andin due course were
why the wolf was in the campsite alone, why it did not dash
shipped back to Ottawa. There the skin was processed and
away to safety when suddenly confronted bythe five men, and
mountedandputondisplayin
the halls of theVictoria
probably why it attacked Jenness. If “in heat” the wolf would
Memorial Museum building. During the
1920s and 1930s it
react differently thanat other times, and the attempts of Johanwasonopendisplayinthefront
hall, near the site of the
sen and Jenness to drive it away may well have provoked its
museum bookstore today,Later, protected by a glass casing, it
attacks.
was moved to the western hall on the second floor, where it
If we accept thatthe wolf was sexually aroused, we are constayed untilthe museum was closedfor renovations inthe late
fronted by yet another question: why was such
a significant
1960s. During those many years the specimen was always wellpiece of information not mentioned in the diary
of either Jenidentified biologically, but no mention was made of the unness or Anderson?One of thefollowingsuggestions
may
usual events that led to
its inclusion in the museum collection. answerthis: (1) bothmenmayhave
seennothingunusual
The specimen, no longer on public display, now resides as
abouttheattack(inviewoftheprevailingattitudesabout
Specimen No. 2551 (Fig. 2) in the permanent research collecwolves at that time) and simply neglected to include the untion of the National Museum of Natural Sciences in Ottawa.
stated observation intheir accounts of the incident; or (2) they
did not regard sexual matters to be suitable for discussion or
evenmention
in their scientificaccountsinthosepostVictorian days. The scarcity of discussions of sexual topics
throughout Jenness’sdiary, in spite of his now-classic detailed
anthropological studies of the Eskimos during arctic
his experience, gives credence to the second suggestion.
The Coppermine River wolf incident is unique (1) because
of the eye-witness accountsby the two well-trainedscientists,
one of whom was fortuitously a mammalogist; (2) because the
wolf specimen was sent to the National Museum in Canada’s
capitalcity for preservation; and (3) becausetheskinwas
mounted and displayed publicly in that museum for almost50
years, its unusual story untold. Still strikingly handsome after
70 years, it is probably the only preserved specimen in existence of a wolf known to have attacked a human.
NOTES ADDED IN PROOF

pure white, in good flesh and condition, and not
fat. Years
later he identified itas belonging toa new subspecies to which
hegavethename
Canis lupus muckenzii (Anderson, 1943:
388).

DISCUSSION

While this is probably the
bestdocumented example of a
wolf attack on a human on record in North America,there remainseveralunansweredquestionsabouttheincidentthat
deservebriefdiscussion: (1) Whydidthewolfinvadethe
men’s campsite alone? Was it starving or rabid, or was there
some other reason? (2) Why did the wolf attack Johansen and
Jenness instead of running away? and (3) Were the wolf‘s attacks provoked by the actions of Johansen and Jenness?
Goodwin (1961:431) has claimed that there was no verified report
of a wolf ever making an unprovoked attackon man anywhere
in North America.

1. TheAssistantDirectoroftheNationalMuseumofNatural
Sciences in Ottawa recently informed the author that consideration is
being given to restoring wolf specimen No. 2551 for an exhibit on
Wolves and Humans at the museum in 1988.
2. Dr.Anderson’sdiaryentryfor10February1915containsa
curious error of observation, for he stated that the wolf attacked Jenness’s lefi forearm. We know, however, that it was the
right forearm,
as Jenness stated in his diary, because he was right-handed and could
not write about the attack for several days because of the injury.
3. The Toronto Globe and Mail and Ottawa Citizen on 9 May 1985
reportedanattackona5-year-oldgirlbyamaletimberwolfat
Thompson, Manitoba. This was an unnatural incident, however, for
the wolf was in a cage at the local
zoo and attacked the girl when she
put her arm into the cage to pet a 12-year-old white female wolf alongside the male. Interestingly, the female wolf attacked the male wolf
when it sank its teeth into the girl’s arm.
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